Meet, Motivate & Reward
Castle Leslie Estate – the perfect rural location for private business meetings or corporate celebrations

Castle Leslie Estate is located just 80 minutes from Dublin and 60 minutes from Belfast. Set in tranquil surroundings which block out distractions from the outside world, our estate offers the perfect environment for learning and creativity and is the ideal place to reward staff.

With our 1,000 acres, woodlands, lakes and variety of onsite facilities you are spoilt for choice to think, brainstorm and team build. Choose between the majestic Castle setting, the more traditional Lodge facilities or the seclusion of the Old Stable Mews.

The Estate has a number of large and small meeting rooms designed to inspire and spark creativity. We can cater for up to 280 delegates on the Estate.

Day delegate rates inclusive of activity per person start from €130 per delegate

To include
- Room Hire with Screen, Flipchart and LCD Projector
- 2 × Refreshment Breaks: Tea/Coffee & Shortbread
- Lunch: Tea/Coffee/Soup & Gourmet Sandwiches
- 5 course Dinner in Snaffles Restaurant
- Activity: 1 Hour Hack or 1 Hour Cross Country Horse Ride or Half Hour Spa at The Victorian Treatment Rooms

24 hour delegate rate inclusive of activity per person: €300 per delegate (Castle)/€255 per delegate (Lodge)

- Includes all of the above plus single occupancy in The Castle or The Lodge

The above offer is based on a minimum of 10 delegates. This offer is valid midweek only and is subject to availability.